MULTIPLE FINISHES TO COMPLIMENT YOUR STYLE
Diresco BIO-UV surfaces come in either a Velvet, Polished or Anticato finish. The care and maintenance for these
three finishes is incredibly simple and easy. The question is, what finish is most suitable for your design?

Supreme White

Venato Supremo

Pure White ˚

Beach White

Beach Iceberg ˚

Divinity White

Premium Cotton Beige ˚

Divinity Crema ˚

Beach Crema ˚

Venato Cotone

Belgian Desert

Venato Cubano

The Diresco color range, excluding the Beton series, is available in a Polished or Velvet finish. The Beton series is
only available in Velvet. Select colors are available in an Anticato finish. Please refer to the color guide for further
color/finish clarification.

Velvet

Premium Cuba Brown ˚

Belgian Sand

Beach Taupe

Belgian Earth

Premium Dolphin Grey ˚

Divinity Ivory

Polished

Anticato

Velvet surfaces provide a matte or non-reflective finish that is much softer to the eye and touch. The luxurious look
and feel of our Velvet finish evokes a relaxed and natural feel.
Polished surfaces provide a radiant finish with an impeccable linear reflection that presents depth and sophistication.
Due to our use of optical grade silica sand, our polished surfaces display an unmatched brilliance.
Anticato surfaces provide a textured finish for individuals wanting a surface that is non-uniform. A muted textured
finish that provides an additional characteristic to any design space.

Beton Light ˚˚

Belgian Fog

Beach Medium Grey ˚

Venato Delfino

Belgian Buxy

Beton Dark ˚˚

Premium Cobalt Grey ˚

Belgian Storm

Beach Dark Grey ˚

Belgian Soil

Belgian Blue

Divinity Black

Beach Black ˚

Printed or digital color samples can deviate from the true coloration of our BIO-UV surfaces.

COLORS FOR TODAY, COLORS FOR TOMORROW

MULTIPLE THICKNESSES TO SUIT YOUR PROJECT

Diresco has unified trend and tradition to compile a vast selection of meaningful colors to foster an organic and
alluring feel within your interior or exterior space. With the infusion of our exclusive BIO-UV Technology, Diresco
colors present a tremendous depth and clarity. Our light colors offer an unmatched purity while our darker surfaces
display exceptional richness. The entire Diresco color palette showcases a distinct and unequaled dimension.

Diresco BIO-UV surfaces are available in large format, with a guaranteed usable surface measurement of 125” x
61”. Our surfaces are available in 1.2cm, 2cm, and 3cm thicknesses. The combination of our large format slabs,
multiple thicknesses, and multiple finishes provides significant design possibilities.

Note: ˚ available in an Anticato finish, ˚˚ available in Velvet finish only

Interior, exterior, counter-top, vanity, floor, or cladding, Diresco has you covered. Dream big, hone your vision, and
fall in love with your design.

